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I would like to start by talking about desire.

Because this is something that sparks the dream but isn’t the dream itself.

And you see that, when you desire..you don’t dream.

Let me explain.

A strong desire for something has its origin in its absence. You see?

When you desire something very very much it has to do so from you not having it.

And that is what gets your energy investment & focus the most. The lack of it!

So how to dream?

You stop desiring it. And begin to see it as already done.

You can even say it out loud to make it more real and that will also trigger thoughts & 
emotions which in effect is dreaming because you begin to view these things on the silver 
screen of your imagination. As if they’ve already happened. You see? No lack anymore.

If you want your dream to become real you gotta see it that way. This is the only way.

And on a continuous basis stop creating a gap of disbelief coming from desiring it so much. 
All from the lack of it. It’s already yours. You just gotta receive it.

Getting into a state of your wish fulfilled in clear detail from generating thoughts and 
emotions putting you there, will create it in reality. Life is a dream we are dreaming.

Talk to yourself like this:



I can see myself doing this together with them.

And in detail.

The more detail you incorporate the more real it seems and the more emotional you become.

AND THAT’s THE KEY!

Sorry I didn’t mean to shout..

You see it’s the feeling that attracts. That’s why we can’t just say things and manifestations 
pop up from thin air. We have to communicate with the universe and humanity as a whole, 

that is done by magnetism. But the magnetism needs a charge.

Thought - Electricity

Emotions - Magnetism

You cannot communicate and expect anything from thought alone. You see?

Humanity does this all the time as a collective. But mostly from worry and a disaster 
mindset. That’s why the world is like it is today. We co-create it.

I can create anything as I stay strong and keep a steady stream of thought that generates 
emotions in coherence with my desire. I see my dream fulfilled.

This is what humanity is doing on a large scale only unaware. But mainly I would say 
irresponsibly. What you entertain inside will become the outside. As one individual. But 

more so as one big electro magnetic manifestation organism called, Humanity.

What’s gonna happen with me? With my life?

That depends on what I was able to keep a steady stream of.

Where my thoughts and emotions that generated the strongest feeling took me?

I might stay wooden. On a shelf in the shop. Or I might become a real boy. 

It’s all up to me.


